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MIXED PRECISION LOW RANK APPROXIMATIONS AND THEIR
APPLICATION TO BLOCK LOW RANK MATRIX FACTORIZATION∗

PATRICK AMESTOY† , OLIVIER BOITEAU‡ , ALFREDO BUTTARI§ , MATTHIEU

GEREST‡ , FABIENNE JÉZÉQUEL¶, JEAN-YVES L’EXCELLENT† , AND THEO MARY‖

Abstract. We introduce a novel approach to exploit mixed precision arithmetic for low rank
approximations. Our approach is based on the observation that singular vectors associated with
small singular values can be stored in lower precisions while preserving high accuracy overall. We
provide an explicit criterion to determine which level of precision is needed for each singular vector.
We apply this approach to block low-rank (BLR) matrices, most of whose off-diagonal blocks have
low rank. We propose a new BLR LU factorization algorithm that exploits the mixed precision
representation of the blocks. We carry out the rounding error analysis of this algorithm and prove
that the use of mixed precision arithmetic does not compromise the numerical stability of BLR LU
factorization. Moreover our analysis determines which level of precision is needed for each floating-
point operation (flop), and therefore guides us towards an implementation that is both robust and
efficient. We evaluate the potential of this new algorithm on a range of matrices coming from real-life
problems in industrial and academic applications. We show that a large fraction of the entries in the
LU factors and flops to perform the BLR LU factorization can be safely switched to lower precisions,
leading to significant reductions of the storage and flop costs, of up to a factor three using fp64, fp32,
and bfloat16 arithmetics.

Key words. numerical linear algebra, rounding error analysis, floating-point arithmetic, mixed
precision algorithms, multiprecision algorithms, block low-rank matrices, data sparse matrices, LU
factorization, linear systems, low-rank approximations, singular value decomposition
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1. Introduction. The emergence of low precision arithmetics on modern hard-
ware, such as the half precision floating-point formats fp16 and bfloat16, has generated
a renewed interest in mixed precision algorithms. These algorithms combine low pre-
cisions with higher ones in order to improve the performance of the computations
(speed, memory and energy consumption) without compromising their accuracy or
stability. New mixed precision variants of numerical linear algebra algorithms have
been recently proposed, for example, for matrix multiplication [11, 12, 27, 29, 4], it-
erative refinement [13, 14, 21, 6], LU [11, 26] and QR [34, 35] matrix factorizations,
Krylov solvers [19, 3], least squares problems [15], and many others [1].

In this article, we investigate the use of mixed precision arithmetic in a new class
of algorithms: low-rank approximations, in particular those obtained with a singular
value decomposition or a rank-revealing decomposition (such as QR with column

pivoting). Let A ∈ Rm×n and let XΣY T =
∑min(m,n)

i=1 xiσiy
T
i be its singular value

decomposition (SVD)1. Given a target accuracy ε, a low-rank approximation T of A
satisfying ‖T − A‖ ≤ ε‖A‖ can be built from the truncated SVD T =

∑r
i=1 xiσiy

T
i ,

where r is the rank of T .
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Our starting idea for this work is to ask what precision should be used to store
T and to operate on it. In the literature, the truncated SVD (or indeed any other
form of low-rank decomposition) is stored in the lowest possible precision with unit
roundoff safely smaller than ε; for example, if ε = 10−12 and we have access to the
floating-point arithmetics defined by the IEEE standard, existing algorithms would
use double precision (for which the unit roundoff is ud ≈ 1×10−16), because the next
lower precision, single precision, has a unit roundoff us ≈ 6× 10−8 much larger than
the prescribed ε.

However, in this article we explain why and how we can actually exploit much
lower precisions, with almost no loss of accuracy. We show that singular vectors
associated with sufficiently small singular values can be stored at precisions with unit
roundoff larger than ε‖A‖ while maintaining an overall approximation accuracy of
order ε‖A‖. For example, with ε = 10−12, any singular vector xi whose associated
singular value σi is smaller than ε‖A‖/us ≈ 2 × 10−5‖A‖ can be stored in single
precision. Indeed, the single precision vector x̂i satisfies ‖x̂i−xi‖ ≤ us, but the overall
error introduced by replacing xi by x̂i is bounded by ‖(x̂i−xi)σiyTi ‖ ≤ (ε‖A‖/us)us =
ε‖A‖. As can be seen from this example, the reason we can afford to convert some
singular vectors to lower precision is because the error introduced by this conversion
is demagnified by the singular value; hence the error may be safely bounded if σi is
small enough.

In the following we formalize this intuition with an error analysis considering
an arbitrary number of precisions. Moreover our analysis applies to any low-rank
decomposition of the form T = XY T where X has orthonormal columns. Indeed the
mixed-precision approach presented here is general and can be used for several other
low-rank approximations, in particular rank-revealing QR decompositions.

Clearly, the potential of the proposed approach depends on whether the singular
values of the matrices to be approximated decay rapidly. In the second part of this
article, we apply this approach to an important class of matrices: data sparse, rank-
structured matrices, whose off-diagonal blocks have low numerical rank [10]. We focus
in particular on the block low-rank (BLR) format [5, 7], although the approach is also
applicable to hierarchical formats. Our numerical experiments demonstrate that the
proposed mixed precision low-rank representation presents a very high potential in
this context: a large fraction of both the entries needed to represent BLR matrices
and the floating-point operations (flops) needed to compute their LU factorization
can be switched to lower precisions.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the
proposed mixed precision low-rank representation and show that the loss of accuracy
introduced by the use of lower precisions can be rigorously bounded. We then apply
this representation to BLR matrices in section 3. In section 4, we analyze how to
compute the LU factorization of a BLR matrix using mixed precision arithmetic. We
present numerical experiments on a range of real-life matrices in section 5, before
concluding in section 6.

Throughout the article, the unsubscripted norm ‖ · ‖ denotes the Frobenius norm

‖A‖ =

( m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

a2ij

)1/2

=

(min(m,n)∑
i=1

σ2
i

)1/2

. (1.1)

We also define γ
(`)
k = ku`/(1− ku`) for any k > 0 and for any unit roundoff u`.
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2. Mixed precision low-rank approximations. Let A ∈ Rm×n and let T be
a low-rank approximation of A satisfying

‖A− T‖ ≤ εβ, (2.1)

where ε > 0 is the target accuracy and where β is a scaling parameter chosen by the
user: a natural choice is β = ‖A‖, which leads to an accuracy of ε relative to ‖A‖, but
other choices are possible and will be explored in the next sections on BLR matrices.

Hereinafter, we refer to the precision that T is stored in as the working precision,
and we assume that its unit roundoff u1 is safely smaller than ε, that is, u1 � ε.

Given the SVD A =
∑n

i=1 xiσiy
T
i , it is well known that the approximation of A

of lowest rank is given by the truncated SVD

T = XΣY T =

r∑
i=1

xiσiy
T
i , X ∈ Rm×r, Y ∈ Rn×r, (2.2)

where the rank r is the smallest integer such that (2.1) is satisfied. Neglecting any
noise associated with the working precision, r is given by

r = min

{
k :

( n∑
i=k+1

σ2
i

)1/2

≤ εβ

}
. (2.3)

The goal of this section is to prove that depending on the singular values of T , we
can use lower precisions than the working precision (with unit roundoff larger than
ε) and still preserve an overall approximation error of order ε. We first carry out our
analysis for the SVD, but also provide at the end of this section its extension to other
types of low-rank approximation methods, such as rank-revealing QR.

In this article, we only consider the use of arithmetics with less significant bits.
We assume that the use of lower precision arithmetics with less exponent bits than
the working precision does not lead to any overflow or underflow. To ensure that this
assumption is satisfied, in our experiments, we focus on the use of bfloat16 arithmetic
(which has the same range as fp32), rather than fp16 (which has a much narrower
range).

Let us assume that p different floating-point arithmetics are available (including
the working precision u1), and that their unit roundoffs satisfy

u1 � ε < u2 < . . . < up. (2.4)

Let us consider a partition of matrix T into p groups

T = XΣY T =
[
X1 . . . Xp

] Σ1

. . .

Σp

[Y1 . . . Yp]T , (2.5)

where Tk = XkΣkY
T
k is formed of a subset of the singular values and vectors of T .

We denote by rk the rank of Tk, which is the number of singular values assigned to
group k.

We now analyze the effect of converting Tk to precision uk. We assume that only
the singular vectors Xk and Yk are converted, whereas the singular values Σk are kept
in precision u1. This is because the storage for Σk is negligible compared with that of
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Xk and Yk. We however note that adapting the analysis to the case where Σk is also
converted to precision uk is straightforward and only slightly increases the constants
in the error bounds. We write X̂k and Ŷk the converted vectors, and T̂k = X̂kΣkŶk
(note that since T1 is already in precision u1, T̂1 = T1). The following lemma bounds

‖T̂k − Tk‖ for k ≥ 2.

Lemma 2.1. Let Tk = XkΣkY
T
k where Xk and Yk have orthonormal columns,

and let T̂k = X̂kΣkŶk be obtained by converting Xk and Yk to precision uk. Then

‖T̂k − Tk‖ ≤ (2 +
√
rkuk)uk‖Σk‖. (2.6)

Proof. The converted X̂k and Ŷk satisfy, for k ≥ 2,

X̂k = Xk + Ek, |Ek| ≤ uk|Xk|, (2.7)

Ŷk = Yk + Fk, |Fk| ≤ uk|Yk|. (2.8)

Therefore we have

‖Tk − T̂k‖ ≤ ‖EkΣkY
T
k ‖+ ‖XkΣkF

T
k ‖+ ‖EkΣkF

T
k ‖. (2.9)

For the first term, we observe that

‖EkΣkY
T
k ‖2 = ‖EkΣk‖2 (2.10)

=
∑
j

σ2
j

∑
i

e2ij (2.11)

≤
∑
j

σ2
j

∑
i

u2kx
2
ij (2.12)

= u2k
∑
j

σ2
j = u2k‖Σk‖2, (2.13)

where we have used the fact that the columns of Xk have a norm of 1. Therefore

‖EkΣkY
T
k ‖ ≤ uk‖Σk‖. (2.14)

Similarly, we also have
‖XkΣkF

T
k ‖ ≤ uk‖Σk‖. (2.15)

Finally, for the third term, we have ‖EkΣkF
T
k ‖ ≤ ‖EkΣk‖‖Fk‖ and so

‖EkΣkF
T
k ‖ ≤

√
rku

2
k‖Σk‖. (2.16)

Reinjecting (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16) into (2.9) yields the result.

Lemma 2.1 shows that converting Tk to precision uk introduces an error of order
uk‖Σk‖, which is thus proportional to the size of the singular values in Σk. This
fundamental observation is at the foundation of the mixed precision representation
that we propose in this article. Indeed, Lemma 2.1 suggests that we can preserve an
overall accuracy of order εβ by partitioning the singular values in such a way that
‖Σk‖ ≈ εβ/uk.

In order to build such a partitioning where the size of the groups stored in lower
precision is as large as possible, it is easy to see that we should start by including the
smallest singular values in the last group first, until its norm exceeds εβ/up; at this
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point, we can start building group p − 1 with the remaining singular values, and so
on. Therefore, the Σk are formed of consecutive singular values:

Σk = diag(σi), i = ik : ik+1 − 1, (2.17)

where the indices ik and ik+1 define which singular values are part of Σk, and can be
easily computed by the recursive formula:

ik = min

i :
( ik+1−1∑

j=i

σ2
j

)1/2

≤ εβ/uk

 , k ∈ [2 : p], (2.18)

starting with ip+1 = r+1 and ending with i1 = 1. We thus end up with a partitioning
of the SVD as defined by (2.17)–(2.18). We note that this partitioning is similar to
the Method 3 proposed in [30]. Our analysis justifies the use of this partitioning and
gives a precise rule to define the p groups depending on the singular values and on
the precisions.

This partitioning guarantees that ‖Σk‖ ≤ εβ/uk for all k ≥ 2 and so, by Lemma 2.1,
converting Tk to precision uk introduces an error bounded by

‖Tk − T̂k‖ ≤ (2 +
√
rkuk)εβ. (2.19)

By combining (2.19) over k = 2: p, we readily obtain a bound on the overall error
introduced by converting each Tk to precision uk.

Theorem 2.2. Let T be a low-rank approximation of A satisfying ‖A−T‖ ≤ εβ.
If T is partitioned into p groups Tk = XkΣkY

T
k as defined by (2.17)–(2.18), and

the Xk and Yk are converted to precision uk, the resulting matrix T̂ =
∑p

k=1 T̂k =∑p
k=1 X̂kΣkŶk satisfies

‖A− T̂‖ ≤
(

2p− 1 +

p∑
k=2

√
rkuk

)
εβ. (2.20)

Proof. The triangle inequality ‖A − T̂‖ ≤ ‖A − T‖ +
∑p

k=2 ‖Tk − T̂k‖ together
with (2.19) readily yields the result.

Theorem 2.2 shows that the mixed precision low-rank matrix T̂ approximates A with
an accuracy of order ε. To first order, the constant in this error bound is 2p − 1,
instead of 1 for the uniform precision matrix T : the introduction of lower precisions
therefore only increases the overall error by a very modest quantity. Moreover, we
note that by means of a more sophisticated proof that avoids the use of the triangle
inequality, this constant can be reduced to 2

√
p− 1. However, we will not use such

proofs for the sake of readability, and because the precise value of the constants in
the error bounds is unimportant, as long as they are not too large.

From a practical point of view, the SVD is expensive to compute and for this
reason other low-rank decompositions are often preferred, such as rank-revealing QR
decompositions. Theorem 2.2 can be easily extended to more general low-rank matrix
decompositions. For example, with a decomposition of the form XBY T , where X
and Y have orthonormal columns (the difference with the SVD being that B is not
diagonal), bound (2.20) holds with a slightly larger constant; one example of this form
is the UTV decomposition [18]. Our analysis can also be adapted to decompositions
of the form XY T , where X has orthonormal columns (but Y does not). This second
form is particularly of interest because it applies to rank-revealing QR decompositions.
We state the analogue to Lemma 2.1 for XY T decompositions below.
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Lemma 2.3. Let Tk = XkY
T
k where Xk has orthonormal columns, and let T̂k =

X̂kŶk be obtained by converting Xk and Yk to precision uk. Then

‖Tk − T̂k‖ ≤ (2 +
√
rkuk)uk‖Yk‖. (2.21)

Thus, the error introduced by converting group k now depends on ‖Yk‖, and this
means that the XΣY T partitioning (2.17)–(2.18) should be adapted by replacing
‖Σk‖ by ‖Yk‖. Then, it is easy to show that Theorem 2.2 still holds. In the rest of
this article, we will focus on low-rank decompositions of the form XY T , computed by
means of a truncated QR factorization with column pivoting.

An important question is under what condition the low-rank compression is ben-
eficial, that is, when does the low-rank approximation T require less storage than the
original matrix A ∈ Rm×n. In the standard uniform precision case, T = XY T can be
represented with r(m+ n) entries, and so the condition is

r(m+ n) ≤ mn. (2.22)

With a mixed precision representation, this condition changes due to the fact that
entries belonging to groups k ≥ 2 are stored in lower precision. The condition becomes

(m+ n)

p∑
k=1

ckrk ≤ mn, (2.23)

where ck ponderates the cost of storing a floating-point number in precision uk instead
of u1. For example, if we use three precisions, fp64, fp32, and bfloat16, (2.23) takes
the form (m + n)(r1 + 0.5r2 + 0.25r3) ≤ mn. Interestingly, the difference between
conditions (2.22) and (2.23) means that a matrix that is not “low-rank enough” in
uniform precision can become so when using mixed precision arithmetic.

Crucially, the size rk of each group depends on the singular values. Indeed, group
k must satisfy ‖Σk‖ ≤ εβ/uk, so if A possesses many small singular values, the
low precision groups will be much larger than the first group stored in the working
precision u1. Conversely, if the singular values decay slowly, most of them must be
kept in the first group. Therefore, the potential gains achieved by the proposed mixed
precision representation completely depend on the spectrum of the matrix. In the rest
of this article, we focus on an important class of matrices that exhibit off-diagonal
blocks with rapidly decaying singular values, and therefore present a high potential
for mixed precision arithmetic.

3. Mixed precision BLR compression. Data sparse matrices are rank-structured
matrices most of whose off-diagonal blocks have low numerical rank. In this section,
we show how this property can be exploited to represent these matrices in mixed pre-
cision. We focus on a specific class of data sparse matrices, called the block low-rank
(BLR) format [5, 7, 9]. The approach described here could easily be extended to other
formats, such as hierarchical [20] or multilevel [8] ones.

3.1. Background on BLR matrices. A block low-rank (BLR) representation
T of a dense square matrix A ∈ Rn×n has the block q × q form

T =


T11 T12 · · · T1q

T21 · · · · · ·
...

... · · · · · ·
...

Tq1 · · · · · · Tqq

 , (3.1)
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Fig. 3.1: Ranks of the blocks Tij of the BLR approximation of matrix P64 for ε =
10−10. The ranks are given as a percentage of the block size.

where Tii = Aii (the diagonal blocks are not compressed), and where the off-diagonal
blocks Aij of size b× b are approximated by matrices Tij satisfying

‖Aij − Tij‖ ≤ εβij , (3.2)

where βij > 0. The Tij matrices, of rank rij , are given by

Tij =

{
XijY

T
ij , i > j,

YijX
T
ij , i < j,

(3.3)

where Xij and Yij are b × rij matrices, and where Xij has orthornormal columns.
Even though, in general, each block can be of different dimensions, we assume for
simplicity that they are all of the same dimensions b× b, and so n = qb. Representa-
tion (3.3) guarantees the so-called outer orthonormality property [24, 28], which allows
for efficient intermediate recompressions during the factorization of a BLR matrix.

Importantly, the βij parameters in (3.2) are used to distinguish two types of
BLR compression, local and global, depending on whether block Tij approximates
Aij with error ε relative to the local norm βij = ‖Aij‖ or relative to the global norm
βij = ‖A‖. In their error analysis of the BLR factorization, Higham and Mary [24]
show that global compression achieves a better tradeoff between compression and
accuracy, and is therefore to be preferred. Throughout this article, we will thus use
global compression, for which we have the global error bound

‖A− T‖ ≤ qε‖A‖. (3.4)

Matrices amenable to BLR compression arise in a variety of applications, such
as partial differential equations, integral equations, and covariance matrices. In this
article, we focus on a range of dense matrices that are Schur complements of sparse
matrices. Our test matrices are listed in Table 5.1, and we will illustrate some aspects
of our analysis with the matrix P64. Figure 3.1 plots a heatmap of the numerical
ranks of the blocks of this matrix.

3.2. Error analysis of mixed precision BLR compression. We now seek
to combine BLR compression with the mixed precision representation proposed in
section 2. The natural approach is to simply use this mixed precision representation
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Fig. 3.2: Precisions used for representing each block of a mixed precision BLR matrix
(matrix P64, ε = 10−10).

on every low-rank off-diagonal block of the BLR matrix, leaving the full-rank blocks
in the working precision u1. Then, it is easy to show that (2.20) becomes

‖Aij − T̂ij‖ ≤
(
2p− 1 +

p∑
k=2

√
r
(k)
ij uk

)
εβij , (3.5)

where r
(k)
ij is the rank of the matrix T̂

(k)
ij = X̂

(k)
ij (Ŷ

(k)
ij )T , that is, the number of

columns of Xij and Yij stored in precision uk. The next result bounds the error
introduced by mixed precision BLR compression.

Theorem 3.1 (mixed precision BLR compression). Let T be a BLR approx-
imation of A defined by (3.1)–(3.2) with βij = ‖A‖ (global compression). If the

off-diagonal blocks Tij are represented with the mixed precision representation T̂ij de-

scribed in section 2, the resulting BLR matrix T̂ satisfies

‖A− T̂‖ ≤ q
(

2p− 1 +

p∑
k=2

ckuk

)
ε‖A‖, (3.6)

with ck = maxi,j

√
r
(k)
ij .

Proof. Using

‖A− T̂‖2 =

q∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

‖Aij − T̂ij‖2 (3.7)

and (3.5), we readily obtain the result.

Compared with the uniform precision bound (3.4), the mixed precision bound (3.6)
is thus larger by a modest factor of about 2p− 1. Theorem 3.1 therefore shows that
we can exploit mixed precision arithmetic in the BLR compression while preserving
an accuracy of order ε.

3.3. Types of mixed precision blocks. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a
mixed precision BLR matrix, plotting for each of its blocks the precisions that are
effectively used to represent it. With ε = 10−10 and with three available precisions
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(a) Diagonal block in position (15,15).
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(b) Near field block in position (15,16).
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(c) Mid field block in position (15,22).
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(d) Far field block in position (15,27).

Fig. 3.3: Distribution of the singular values of four blocks of different type in Fig-
ure 3.2. The dashed lines indicate the thresholds εβ/us, εβ/uh, and εβ, with β = ‖A‖
and where us and uh denote the unit roundoffs of the fp32 and bfloat16 arithmetics,
respectively.

(fp64, fp32, and bfloat16), we can distinguish four types of blocks. The singular values
of a representative example of each type are plotted in Figure 3.3.

First, the full-rank blocks (type 1, dark blue blocks in Figure 3.2, consisting of
only the diagonal blocks here) are stored in the working precision (fp64). An example
of diagonal block is given in Figure 3.3a, showing that its singular values decay too
slowly to benefit from the use of a mixed precision representation. However, there is
only a small number of such blocks: the majority of the blocks therefore benefits from
the use of lower precisions.

Interestingly, the number of low-rank blocks that effectively use all three precisions
is quite small (type 2, light blue blocks, example given by Figure 3.3b). Most blocks
actually do not need to store any of their entries in fp64. This is a consequence of
using global compression: if βij = ‖A‖ � ‖Aij‖, fp64 is not needed to represent
Aij . In other words, blocks of sufficiently small norm can be stored entirely in lower
precision. Among these blocks, we can further distinguish two types: those that are
represented in mixed precision using both fp32 and bfloat16 (type 3, green blocks,
example given by Figure 3.3c) and those that are stored entirely in bfloat16 (type
4, yellow blocks, example given by Figure 3.3d). The type-4 blocks are those whose
norm is smaller than ε‖A‖/uh, where uh = 2−8 is the unit roundoff of bfloat16. Note
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that a fifth type of block could arise, those whose norm is smaller than ε‖A‖: these
blocks can simply be dropped, that is, replaced by zero (but no such blocks appear
in the example of Figure 3.2).

The observation that blocks of small norm can be stored entirely in lower precision
is important. It justifies why the simpler approach proposed by [2, 17] can already
achieve significant gains. Their approach consists in storing each block in uniform
precision, but possibly differing from one block to another. For example, for the
matrix in Figure 3.2, all type-2 blocks (light blue) would need to be stored entirely in
double precision, but type-3 blocks (green) could be stored entirely in single precision.
Moreover, our error analysis provides the criterion that should be used to choose each
block’s precision: blocks Aij such that ‖Aij‖ ≤ ε‖A‖/ui can be stored in precision ui.

4. Mixed precision BLR LU factorization. We now present how to exploit
the mixed precision BLR representation described previously in order to accelerate
the LU factorization of BLR matrices. There exists several BLR LU factorization
algorithms, and here we focus on the so-called UCF (a.k.a. UCFS or FCSU) variant
described in Algorithm 4.1. This variant has been successfully used in the literature,
for example in the MUMPS [9] and PaStiX [31] sparse direct solvers, and its rounding
error analysis in the uniform precision case has been carried out in [24, sect. 4.2]. We
note that BLR LU factorization can and usually does incorporate numerical pivoting
for stability, but we describe Algorithm 4.1 without pivoting for simplicity.

Algorithm 4.1 BLR LU factorization.

1: {Input: a q × q block matrix A with blocks Aij of size b× b.}
2: {Output: its BLR LDU factors LDU .}
3: for k = 1 to q do
4: Update:
5: Rkk = Akk −

∑k−1
j=1 LkjDjjUjk.

6: for i = k + 1 to q do
7: Rik = Aik −

∑k−1
j=1 LijDjjUjk and Rki = Aki −

∑k−1
j=1 LkjDjjUji.

8: end for
9: Compress:

10: for i = k + 1 to q do
11: Compute low-rank approximations Tik ≈ Rik and Tki ≈ Rki.
12: end for
13: Factor:
14: Compute the LU factorization LkkDkkUkk = Rkk.
15: for i = k + 1 to q do
16: Solve LikDkkUkk = Tik for Lik and LkkDkkUki = Tki for Uki.
17: end for
18: end for

The error analysis presented in this section has a double purpose. First, it proves
that the numerical stability of the uniform precision BLR LU factorization (proven by
Higham and Mary [24]) is preserved in mixed precision arithmetic. Second, for each
operation required by Algorithm 4.1, it determines which level of precision is needed
to maintain the overall error of order ε. Our analysis therefore guides us towards an
implementation of mixed precision BLR LU that is both robust and efficient.

One technical difficulty of this analysis is the handling of the scaling factors hidden
inside the U factor. To make these details more apparent, we analyze instead the LDU
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factorization, where L and U are unitriangular matrices (with ones on the diagonal).
For the sake of simplicity, we however do not take into account any rounding errors
incurred by applying D or its inverse. Moreover, we will not always keep track of
lower order error terms; we use the notations ≈ and . to indicate when these terms
(of order at most upε) have been dropped.

We first analyze each kernel separately. Algorithm 4.1 requires computing prod-
ucts of the form LijDjjUjk (on line 7), where Lij and Ujk may be either uni-
form precision full-rank blocks or mixed precision low-rank blocks (analysis of sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2). We also analyze in section 4.3 the solution of a triangular system
LkkDkkUki = Tki (needed on line 16), where the right-hand side Tki is a mixed pre-
cision low-rank matrix. Finally, we combine the analysis of these kernels to obtain a
backward error bound on the mixed precision BLR LU factorization in section 4.4.

4.1. Low-rank matrix times full-rank matrix. Let us begin with the com-
putation of a product P = BC, where C is a full-rank matrix and B = XY T is
a mixed precision low-rank matrix partitioned into p groups B` = X`Y

T
` satisfying

‖B`‖ ≤ εβ/u` for ` > 1, and where the output P is needed under full-rank form.
In which precision should we compute P = BC? The natural approach is to

compute each product P` = B`C in precision u`. Then, using [24, Lemma 3.2], the

computed P̂` satisfies

P̂` = B`C +∆P`, ‖∆P`‖ ≤ γ(`)c`
‖B`‖‖C‖ (4.1)

with c` = b+ r
3/2
` . For ` > 1, we thus obtain

P̂` = B`C +∆P`, ‖∆P`‖ . c`εβ‖C‖, (4.2)

since γ
(`)
c` /u` = c`(1 + γ

(`)
c` ) ≈ c`. This shows that the partial product P` associated

with the part of B stored in precision u` can itself be computed in precision u`, since
the introduced error remains of order ε.

The next question is what precision should be used to combine the partial results
into P =

∑p
`=1 P`. Since for ` > 1 ‖P`‖ ≤ ε/u`β‖C‖, it is easy to see that Pi+Pj must

be computed in precision min(ui, uj) = umin(i,j). Knowing this, in order to maximize
the performance gains associated with the use of lower precisions, the best approach
is to compute

∑p
`=1 P̂` in reverse order. The approach to compute P suggested by

our analysis is summarized in Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2 Mixed precision low-rank matrix times full-rank matrix.

1: {Input: a mixed precision low-rank matrix B and a full-rank matrix C.}
2: {Output: P = BC.}
3: Initialize P to zero.
4: for ` = p to 1 do
5: Compute P` = B`C in precision u`.
6: Update P ← P + P` in precision u`.
7: end for

With this algorithm, each component of P̂` is involved in exactly min(`, p − 1)

additions, one in each precision u1, . . . , umin(`,p−1). Therefore the computed P̂ satis-
fies:

P̂ =

p∑
`=1

P̂` ◦ (J +Θ`), |Θ`| . u`, (4.3)
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where J is the matrix of ones, ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, and the inequality
|Θ`| . u` holds componentwise. Overall, we obtain

P̂ =

p∑
`=1

(B`C +∆P`) ◦ (J +Θ`) (4.4)

= BC +

p∑
`=1

B`C ◦Θ` +∆P` +∆P` ◦Θ` (4.5)

= BC +∆P, ‖∆P‖ .
(
(c1 + 1)u1‖B(1)‖+

p∑
`=2

(c` + 1)εβ
)
‖C‖ (4.6)

= BC +∆P, ‖∆P‖ . (pb+ r3/2 + p) max(u1‖B(1)‖, εβ)‖C‖. (4.7)

We summarize this analysis in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let B =
∑p

`=1B` ∈ Rb×b be a mixed precision low-rank matrix of
rank r such that ‖B`‖ ≤ εβ/u` for ` > 1, and let C ∈ Rb×b. If P = BC is computed

as described by Algorithm 4.2, then the computed P̂ satisfies

‖P̂ −BC‖ . cmax(u1‖B‖, εβ)‖C‖, (4.8)

with c = pb+ r3/2 + p.

Theorem 4.1 shows that we can perform many of the flops in Algorithm 4.2 in
lower precisions and still maintain an error of order ε. We now prove similar results
for the other kernels.

4.2. Low-rank matrix times low-rank matrix. Next we analyze the product
P = BDC of two mixed precision low-rank matrices B = XBY

T
B and C = YCX

T
C ,

where we also incorporate a diagonal scaling matrix D, which will be useful for the
LU factorization analysis of section 4.4.

The product P , which is needed in full-rank form, can be computed in the fol-
lowing three steps:

1. Compute the inner product M = (YB)TDYC .
2. Compute the middle product W = XBM (or W = MXT

C ).
3. Compute the outer product P = WXT

C (or P = XBW ).
A trivial extension of [24, Lem. 3.2] to incorporate D shows that if P is computed in

uniform precision u, the computed P̂ satisfies

P̂ = BDC +∆P, ‖∆P‖ . cu‖B‖‖D‖‖C‖, (4.9)

where c = b+ 2r3/2.
We now consider the case where B and C are partitioned into p groups B` =

XB`Y
T
B` and Cm = YCmX

T
Cm, stored in precision u` and um, respectively. We assume

that matrices B and C satisfy ‖B`D‖ ≤ εβB/u` and ‖DCm‖ ≤ εβC/um for `,m > 1.
We analyze each of the three steps separately.

4.2.1. Inner product M = Y T
BDYC . Let us first analyze the computation of

the inner product M . Assume M`m = Y T
B`DYCm is computed in a given precision

denoted as uM`m. The computed M̂`m satisfies M̂`m = M`m +∆M`m, with

|∆M`m| . buM`m|YB`|T |D||YCm|. (4.10)
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By taking norms, we obtain

‖∆M`m‖ . buM`m min(α1, α2, α3), (4.11)

where

α1 = ‖B`D‖‖Cm‖, α1 ≤ εβB‖Cm‖/u` if ` > 1, (4.12)

α2 = ‖B`‖‖DCm‖, α2 ≤ ε‖B`‖βC/um if m > 1, (4.13)

α3 = ‖B`D‖‖D−1‖‖DCm‖, α3 ≤ ε2βBβC‖D−1‖/(u`um) if `,m > 1. (4.14)

From this we can deduce the optimal choices of precisions uM`m that still guarantee an
error of order ε.

• If ` = m = 1, in general we must take uM11 = u1 since ‖B1‖ and ‖C1‖ are not
bounded in terms of ε. We obtain

‖∆M11‖ . bu1‖B1‖‖D‖‖C1‖. (4.15)

• If ` = 1 and m > 1, α2 ≤ ε/um‖B‖βC , and so taking uM1m = um yields an
error of order ε:

‖∆M1m‖ . bε‖B1‖βC . (4.16)

Similarly, we can take uM`1 = u` and obtain

‖∆M`1‖ . bεβB‖C1‖. (4.17)

• If `,m > 1, we can safely take uM`m = max(u`, um) = umax(`,m). Indeed, if
` ≥ m we can use (4.12) and if ` < m we can use (4.13), and so, in any case,
we have

‖∆M`m‖ . bεmax(βB‖C1‖, ‖B1‖βC). (4.18)

Combining (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18), we obtain for `,m ≥ 1

‖∆M`m‖ . bmax(εβB‖C1‖, ε‖B1‖βC , u1‖B1‖‖D‖‖C1‖). (4.19)

In summary, for any value of ` and m, we can compute the product between the part
of B stored in precision u` and the part of C stored in precision um in the lower of
the two precisions. This is a crucial observation that allows us to maximize the use
of lower precision.

Moreover, in some cases we may actually take uM`m > max(u`, um) because of
(4.14). To see why, let us take an example where ‖D−1‖, βB , βC , and ‖A‖ are all
approximately equal to 1. In this case, for `,m > 1, (4.11) reduces to

‖∆M`m‖ . buM`mε
2/(u`um) (4.20)

and so the requirement to obtain an error of order ε is

buM`mε ≤ u`um, (4.21)

which thus depends not only on u` and um, but also on ε. If ε is small enough, (4.21)
may be satisfied even for uM`m > max(u`, um). For example, assume we have three
precisions u1 = ud = 2−53, u2 = us = 2−24, and u3 = uh = 2−8. Then, ignoring the
constant b in (4.21):

• The condition uM22ε ≤ u22 is satisfied for uM22 = u3 if ε ≤ u2s/uh ≈ 9 × 10−13.
Thus, if ε is small enough, M22 need only be computed in half precision.
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• The condition uM23ε ≤ u2u3 is satisfied for uM23 = 1 if ε ≤ usuh ≈ 2 × 10−10.
The same holds for uM32 . Thus, if ε is small enough, the computation of M23

and M32 may be skipped altogether.
• Finally, the condition uM33ε ≤ u23 is satisfied for uM33 = 1 if ε ≤ u2h ≈ 2× 10−5.

Again, the computation of M33 may be skipped in this case.
Going back to the general case, the precise requirement on uM`m depends on u`, um,
ε, βB , βC , and ‖D−1‖. For global compression (βB = βC = ‖A‖), we obtain

‖∆M`m‖ . buM`mε
2‖A‖2‖D−1‖/(u`um). (4.22)

4.2.2. Middle product W = XBM (or W = MY T
C ). We analyze the product

W = XBM , the case of W = MY T
C being analogous. Let Wm =

∑p
`=1XB`M`m, for

m = 1: p. Assume the product W
(`)
m = XB`M`m is computed in precision uW`m, then

the computed Ŵ
(`)
m satisfies

Ŵ (`)
m = XB`M̂`m +∆W (`)

m , (4.23)

‖∆W (`)
m ‖ . r`u

W
`m‖XB`‖‖M̂`m‖ . r

3/2
` uW`m‖B`DCm‖. (4.24)

This bound on ‖∆W (`)
m ‖ is similar to the bound (4.11) on ‖∆M`m‖, and we should

therefore set uW`m = uM`m. Then, similarly to Algorithm 4.2, the partial results W
(`)
m

should be summed in reverse order and in increasing precision, since W
(`)
m + W

(`+1)
m

must be computed in precision uW`m. Overall, with uW`m = uM`m = max(u`, um), the

computed Ŵm satisfies

Ŵm =

p∑
`=1

Ŵ (`)
m ◦ (J +Θ`), |Θ`| . u`, (4.25)

=

p∑
`=1

(XB`M`m +XB`∆M`m +∆W (`)
m ) ◦ (J +Θ`), (4.26)

=

p∑
`=1

W (`)
m +∆Ŵ (`)

m = Wm +∆Wm, (4.27)

with

‖∆Ŵ (`)
m ‖ . (b+ r

3/2
` + 1) max(εβB‖C‖, ε‖B‖βC , u1‖B‖‖D‖‖C‖) (4.28)

and so

‖∆Wm‖ . (pb+ r3/2 + p) max(εβB‖C‖, ε‖B‖βC , u1‖B‖‖D‖‖C‖). (4.29)

4.2.3. Outer product P = WXT
C (or P = XBW ). It remains to analyze the

final product P = WXT
C (or P = XBW , which is analogous). Let Pm = WmX

T
Cm be

computed in precision uPm. Then the computed P̂m satisfies

P̂m = ŴmX
T
Cm +∆Pm, (4.30)

‖∆Pm‖ . rmu
P
m‖Ŵm‖‖XCm‖ ≤ r3/2m uPm‖Ŵm‖ . r3/2m uPm

p∑
`=1

‖B`DCm‖. (4.31)
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Since
∑p

`=1 ‖B`DCm‖ is at least as large as ‖B1DCm‖, by (4.13) we must take uPm =
um. Then, (4.31) becomes

‖∆Pm‖ . r3/2m max(ε‖B‖βC , u1‖B‖‖D‖‖C‖). (4.32)

Finally, as previously for Wm, we sum Pm over m in reverse order and in increasing
precision, to obtain a computed P̂ satisfying

P̂ =

p∑
m=1

P̂m ◦ (J +Θm), |Θm| . um, (4.33)

=

p∑
m=1

(Ŵm(XCm)T +∆Pm) ◦ (J +Θm), (4.34)

=

p∑
m=1

Pm + (∆WmX
T
Cm +∆Pm) ◦ (J +Θm), (4.35)

= P +∆P, (4.36)

with

‖∆P‖ . (p2b+ (p+ 1)r3/2 + p2 + p) max(εβB‖C‖, ε‖B‖βC , u1‖B‖‖D‖‖C‖). (4.37)

This concludes the analysis of the product P . We summarize the approach sug-
gested by this analysis in Algorithm 4.3, for which the following theorem holds.

Algorithm 4.3 Mixed precision low-rank matrix times mixed precision low-rank
matrix.

1: {Input: mixed precision low-rank matrices B = XBY
T
B and C = YCX

T
C and a

diagonal matrix D.}
2: {Output: P = BDC.}
3: Initialize P to zero.
4: for m = p to 1 do
5: Initialize Wm to zero.
6: for ` = p to 1 do
7: Compute M`m = YB`DY

T
Cm in precision max(u`, um).

8: Compute W
(`)
m = XB`M`m in precision max(u`, um).

9: Update Wm ←Wm +W
(`)
m in precision max(u`, um).

10: end for
11: Compute Pm = WmX

T
Cm in precision um.

12: Update P ← P + Pm in precision um.
13: end for

Theorem 4.2 (Low-rank times low-rank). Let B =
∑p

`=1B` and C =
∑p

m=1 Cm

be two mixed precision low-rank matrices satisfying

‖B`D‖ ≤ εβB/u` for ` > 1, (4.38)

‖DCm‖ ≤ εβC/um for m > 1, (4.39)

and D a diagonal matrix, and let P = BDC be computed as described in Algo-
rithm 4.3. Then, the computed P̂ satisfies

P̂ = BDC +∆P, ‖∆P‖ . cmax
(
εβB‖C‖, ε‖B‖βC , u1‖B‖‖D‖‖C‖

)
, (4.40)

with c = p2b+ (p+ 1)r3/2 + p2 + p.
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4.3. Triangular system with low-rank right-hand side. The last kernel
that we need to analyze is the solution of a triangular system LDZ = B, where
L ∈ Rb×b is lower triangular, D is diagonal, and the right-hand side B = Y XT is a
mixed precision low-rank matrix. We analyze the kernel for a lower triangular matrix
L, the upper triangular case (ZDU = B) being analogous. For this kernel, the output
(the solution Z) is needed under low-rank form.

In the uniform precision case, if the system LDZ = B is solved in uniform preci-
sion u, the computed solution Ẑ satisfies [24, Lemma 3.5]

LDẐ = B +∆B, ‖∆B‖ . bu‖L‖‖D‖‖Ẑ‖. (4.41)

Let B` = Y`X
T
` be the part of B that is stored in precision u`, satisfying ‖B`‖ =

‖Y`‖ ≤ εβ/u` for ` > 1. Then, the natural approach to solve LDZ = B in mixed
precision is to solve each system LDV` = Y` in precision u` and to define Z` =
V`X

T
` , which yields the mixed precision low-rank solution Z =

∑p
`=1 Z`. However, a

traditional normwise analysis based on (4.41) does not provide a satisfactory bound

here: if we apply (4.41) to LDV` = Y` and use V̂` ≈ D−1L−1Y`, we obtain the bound

LDV̂` = Y` +∆Y`, ‖∆Y`‖ . bεβκ(L)κ(D). (4.42)

This bound is very weak due to the presence of the normwise condition numbers
κ(L)κ(D) = ‖L‖‖L−1‖‖D‖‖D−1‖.

A stronger bound can be obtained by using a componentwise analysis:

LDV̂` = Y` +∆Y`, |∆Y`| . bu`|L||D||V̂`|. (4.43)

Replacing V̂` by D−1L−1(Y` +∆Y`) in the bound on ∆Y` yields

|∆Y`| . bu`|L||D||D−1L−1Y`| ≤ bu`|L||L−1||Y`|. (4.44)

We can now take norms, obtaining for ` > 1

‖∆Y`‖ . bu` cond(L, Y`)‖Y`‖ ≤ bεβ cond(L, Y`) (4.45)

where cond(L, Y`) is the condition number introduced by Skeel [33], [23, Eq. (7.13)]:

cond(L, Y`) =
‖|L||L−1||Y`|‖

‖Y`‖
. (4.46)

Multiplying both sides of (4.43) by XT
` on the right yields

LDẐ` = B` +∆Y`X
T
` . (4.47)

Summing (4.47) over `, we obtain

LDẐ = B +

p∑
`=1

∆Y`X
T
` = B +∆B, (4.48)

‖∆B‖ . bu1‖L‖‖D‖‖Ẑ1‖+ pbεβ cond(L), (4.49)

where cond(L) = ‖|L−1||L|‖.
The use of intermediate componentwise bounds presents two advantages: first, we

obtain a bound with cond(L), which is potentially much smaller than κ(L); second,
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we have dropped the matrix D from the term proportional to εβ, which shows that
this term is invariant under scaling. Importantly, in the case of an LDU factorization
with partial pivoting, both L and U are well conditioned, and cond(L) is in practice
a small constant. Therefore, in the context of Algorithm 4.1, the mixed precision
triangular solution analyzed here is backward stable. However, for a general system
LDZ = B, bound (4.49) does not guarantee backward stability, and indeed some
examples can be built where the use of mixed precision arithmetic in the solution of
the system leads to a large increase of the backward error (we note however that such
examples are very hard to find and we were only able to construct one using direct
search optimization [22]).

We summarize the proposed approach to solve LDZ = B in Algorithm 4.4 and
its error analysis in the following theorem.

Algorithm 4.4 Solution to LDZ = B (triangular system with low-rank RHS).

1: {Input: a mixed precision low-rank matrix B = Y XT , a lower triangular matrix
L, and a diagonal matrix D.}

2: {Output: a mixed precision low-rank matrix Z, solution to LDZ = B.}
3: for ` = p to 1 do
4: Solve the triangular system LDV` = Y` in precision u`.
5: Define Z` = V`X

T
` (no computation performed: output is low-rank).

6: end for

Theorem 4.3. Let L ∈ Rb×b be a lower triangular full-rank matrix and let B =∑p
`=1B` be a mixed precision low-rank matrix satisfying ‖B`‖ ≤ βε/u`. If the system

LDZ = B is solved by Algorithm 4.4, the computed solution Ẑ satisfies

LDẐ = B +∆B, ‖∆B‖ . pbεβ cond(L) + bu1‖L‖‖D‖‖Ẑ‖. (4.50)

4.4. Putting everything together: error analysis of mixed precision
BLR LU factorization. Now that we have analyzed all the kernels of Algorithm 4.1,
we are ready to prove the backward stability of the BLR LU factorization in mixed
precision arithmetic. We define

λ1 = max
k=1: q

max
(
‖L−1

kk ‖, ‖U
−1
kk ‖, cond(Lkk), cond(Ukk)

)
. (4.51)

If partial pivoting is performed, λ1 is almost always small in practice and of order a
constant [23, Chapter 8], even though in theory it can only be bounded by 2b− 1 [23,
Lemma 8.6]. We also define

λ2 = max
i≥j

max
(
‖Lij‖, ‖Uji‖

)
. (4.52)

If partial pivoting is performed, λ2 ≤ b.
Let us bound the error incurred in the computation of some (i, k) block of the L

factor, the U factor analysis being similar. For i < k, Lik is obtained by solving

LikDkkUkk = Tik, (4.53)

where Tik is the compressed form of

Rik = Aik −
k−1∑
j=1

L̂ijDjjÛjk, (4.54)
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where L̂ij and Ûjk are the LU factors computed at the previous steps, and are repre-

sented as mixed precision low-rank matrices, and the product L̂ijDjjÛjk is computed

with Algorithm 4.3. Note that if one of L̂ij or Ûjk is a full-rank matrix, the analysis
is similar and relies on Theorem 4.1; if both are full-rank, the computation is done
in uniform precision u1 � ε and introduces an error term bu1‖L̂ij‖‖Djj‖‖Ûjk‖. The

difficulty is that L̂ij and Ûjk are not directly the result of a compression, and so we

cannot directly control the norms of L̂
(`)
ij and Û

(m)
jk , the parts of L̂ij and Ûjk stored

in precision u` and um, respectively. Instead, they are given by

L̂
(`)
ij ≈ T

(`)
ij Û

−1
jj D

−1
jj , (4.55)

Û
(m)
jk ≈ D−1

jj L̂
−1
jj T

(m)
jk , (4.56)

where Tij and Tjk have been compressed such that

‖T (`)
ij ‖ ≤ εβij/u` for ` > 1, (4.57)

‖T (m)
jk ‖ ≤ εβjk/um for m > 1. (4.58)

Therefore, the norms of L̂
(`)
ij and Û

(m)
jk depend on βij and βjk, respectively, but also on

the scaling factors in Djj . However, one of the two D−1
jj in (4.55)–(4.56) is cancelled

by the Djj in (4.54) and ‖L̂−1
jj ‖ and ‖Û−1

jj ‖ are both bounded by λ1. As a result, we

can rewrite the product Rik,j = L̂ijDjjÛjk as BDC, where

‖B`D‖ . λ1εβij/u` for ` > 1, (4.59)

‖DCm‖ . λ1εβjk/um for m > 1. (4.60)

By Theorem 4.2, the computed R̂ik,j satisfies

R̂ik,j = L̂ijDjjÛjk +∆Rik,j , (4.61)

‖∆Rik,j‖ . cmax(λ1εβij‖Ûjk‖, λ1εβjk‖L̂ij‖, u1‖L̂ij‖‖Djj‖‖Ûjk‖). (4.62)

By (4.54), we obtain a computed R̂ik

R̂ik = Aik ◦ (J +Θk)−
k−1∑
j=1

(
L̂ijDjjÛjk +∆Rik,j

)
◦ (J +Θj), (4.63)

where |Θj | ≤ γ
(1)
j J accounts for the errors in the additions of the products R̂ik,j to

Aik. We thus obtain

R̂ik = Aik −
k−1∑
j=1

L̂ijDjjÛjk +∆Rik, (4.64)

‖∆Rik‖ . ku1‖Aik‖+

k−1∑
j=1

max
(
λ1λ2cεmax(βij , βjk), (λ22c+ j)u1‖Djj‖

)
. (4.65)

R̂ik is then compressed into Tik such that the part of Tik stored in precision u` satisfies

T
(`)
ik = R̂

(`)
ik + E

(`)
ik , ‖E(`)

ik ‖ ≤ εβik/u`, (4.66)
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and so overall, by Theorem 2.2,

Tik = R̂ik + Eik, ‖Eik‖ . (2p− 1)εβik. (4.67)

Finally, we solve (4.53) for Lik, and by Theorem 4.3, the computed L̂ik satisfies

L̂ikDkkÛkk = Tik + Fik, ‖Fik‖ . pbλ1εβik + bu1λ
2
2‖Dkk‖. (4.68)

Putting together (4.68), (4.67), (4.65), we obtain

L̂ikDkkÛkk = Aik −
k−1∑
j=1

L̂ijDjjÛjk +∆Rik + Eik + Fik, (4.69)

and so

Aik =

k∑
j=1

L̂ijDjjÛjk +∆Aik, (4.70)

‖∆Aik‖ . ku1‖Aik‖+

k∑
j=1

max
(
λ1λ2cεmax(βij , βjk), (λ22c+ j)u1‖Djj‖

)
. (4.71)

With the choice βij = βjk = ‖A‖ for j = 1: k, and since k ≤ q, we obtain

‖∆Aik‖ . λ1λ2cqε‖A‖+ qu1‖Aik‖+ q(λ22c+ q)ρu1‖A‖, (4.72)

where we have used ‖Djj‖ ≤ ρ‖A‖, where ρ denotes the growth factor. This concludes
the case i < k. Bounds analogous to (4.72) hold for i = k and i > k, and so overall
we have

A = L̂DÛ +∆A, ‖∆A‖ . q2
(
λ1λ2cε+ (λ22c+ q)ρu1

)
‖A‖. (4.73)

We summarize this analysis in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.4 (Mixed precision BLR LU factorization). Let A ∈ Rn×n be a
BLR matrix partitioned into q2 blocks of order b. If the BLR LU factorization of A
in p precisions described by Algorithms 4.1–4.4 runs to completion, the computed LU
factors satisfy

A = L̂DÛ +∆A, ‖∆A‖ . q2
(
λ1λ2cε+ (λ22c+ q)ρu1

)
‖A‖. (4.74)

where λ1 and λ2 are defined by (4.51)–(4.52), ρ is the growth factor, and c = p2b +
(p+ 1)r3/2 + p.

Theorem 4.4 therefore proves the backward stability of the mixed precision BLR
LU factorization: the computed LU factors give an exact LU decomposition of a
perturbed matrix, where the norm of the perturbation ‖∆A‖ is of order ε. The precise
value of the constants q2λ1λ2c and q2(λ22c + q)ρ in (4.74) is not of great importance
but, as a check, we compare it against the uniform precision bound [24, Thm. 4.3]

A = L̂Û +∆A, ‖∆A‖ . qε‖A‖+ (b+ 2r3/2 + q)u1‖L̂‖‖Û‖. (4.75)

Since ‖L̂‖‖Û‖ . n2ρ‖A‖ and, with partial pivoting, λ2 ≤ b, we see that both (4.74)
and (4.75) grow as O(n2(b+ q)ρ).

After Theorem 4.4, not much additional effort is needed to prove the backward
stability of the solution of linear systems Ax = v by mixed precision BLR LU fac-
torization. We note that mixed precision arithmetic can also be used in the solution
of the triangular systems with the LU factors, but in the interest of space, we omit
these details.
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Table 5.1: List of matrices used in our experiments. We use their Schur complement
corresponding to the root separator in their multifrontal factorization, whose order n
is given in the second column.

Matrix n b Application

nd24k 8k 128 2D/3D problem
audikw 1 4k 128 Structural problem
perf009d 2k 64 Elastic computation of a pump with internal pressure
Transport 5k 256 3D finite element flow and transport
P64 4k 128 Poisson equation (3D, mesh size=64)
nlpkkt80 14k 256 3D PDE-constrained optimization problem
Fault 639 8k 128 Contact mechanics for a faulted gas reservoir
Geo 1438 13k 256 Geomechanical model of earth crust
Serena 16k 256 Gas reservoir simulation for CO2 sequestration
Cube Coup dt0 21k 256 3D coupled consolidation problem (3D cube)

5. Experimental results.

5.1. Experimental setting. We have written a MATLAB code that imple-
ments a mixed precision variant of Algorithm 4.1 that uses Algorithms 4.2–4.4. Our
implementation can use any number of arbitrary precisions, where the lower precisions
are simulated using the chop function of Higham and Pranesh [25]. To compress the
blocks, we use a mixed precision truncated QR decomposition with column pivoting—
we omit a detailed description of this algorithm, which we plan to investigate more
in depth in future work. We have made our code publicly available online2.

For our experiments, we use the matrices listed in Table 5.1. These matrices
are all obtained as the Schur complement of larger sparse matrices (specifically, the
root separators of their multifrontal factorization) arising in various applications: P64
comes from the discretization of a Poisson equation, perf009d comes from a structural
mechanics problem from EDF (French electricity supplier), the others come from the
SuiteSparse collection [16].

To confirm experimentally the numerical stability of the algorithms, and to assess
the impact of mixed precision arithmetic on their accuracy, we measure backward
errors. Rather than computing the backward error for the LU factorization, which is
expensive, we use the computed LU factors to solve a linear system Ax = v, where x
is the vector of ones (and v is computed as Ax), and we use the computed solution x̂
to measure the backward error

‖Ax̂− v‖
‖A‖‖x̂‖

(5.1)

given by the Rigal–Gaches theorem [23, Thm 7.1], [32].

5.2. Performance–accuracy tradeoff. The analytical error bounds obtained
in section 4 show that the use of mixed precision arithmetic should only increase the
backward error by a small constant. In this first experiment, we check experimentally
(i) that the error increase is indeed small, and (ii) whether the flops and storage gains
obtained by the use of mixed precision justify this error increase, that is, whether

2https://gitlab.com/mgerest/mixedblr
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Fig. 5.1: Storage and flops for three variants of the BLR LU factorization of matrix
perf009d, given as a percentage of the Full-Rank factorization, and as a function of
the backward error.

the mixed precision variant achieves a better performance–accuracy tradeoff than the
uniform precision variant. Indeed, since the mixed precision variant achieves a slightly
larger error, to be completely fair, we should compare it against the uniform precision
variant with a correspondingly larger ε.

To answer this question, we perform the following experiment in Figure 5.1: taking
several values of ε ranging from 10−16 to 10−5, we plot the storage and flop costs as a
function of the error (5.1). We compare three variants of the BLR factorization: the
standard uniform precision variant run entirely with fp64 arithmetic, a two-precision
variant using both fp64 and fp32, and a three-precision variant using bfloat16 as well.
For the flops, we assume that their cost is proportional to the number of bits of each
arithmetic. The figure shows that the two-precision variant achieves a much better
performance–accuracy tradeoff than the uniform precision one, and that the three-
precision variant further improves this tradeoff. Indeed, using lower precisions slightly
increases the error, but the experiment shows that this increase is largely compensated
by the flops and storage gains. Indeed, the closer a variant is to the bottom left corner
of the plots, the better its tradeoff is: for a given accuracy, it requires less flops and
storage than the other variants, or, equivalently, for a given flops or storage cost, it
achieves an improved accuracy.

In light of this experiment, and to avoid hand-tuning ε for every variant and every
matrix, in the remainder of our experiments we directly compare the variants with
the same value of ε.

5.3. Results on real-life matrices. In this section we experiment on the real-
life matrices listed in Table 5.1. Figure 5.2 compares the backward error achieved by
the BLR factorization for three values of ε: 10−12, 10−9, and 10−6. For ε = 10−6,
we compare the uniform fp32 precision BLR factorization with the two-precision one
using fp32 and bfloat16; for ε = 10−9 and 10−12, we compare the uniform fp64
precision factorization with both a two-precision variant (using fp64 and fp32) and
a three-precision one (also using bfloat16). The figure shows that the use of mixed
precision arithmetic does not significantly impact the backward error, leading to an
increase of at most an order of magnitude in the worst case (and very often much less
than that).
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Fig. 5.2: Backward error for the uniform and mixed precision BLR factorizations, for
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Figure 5.3 shows the associated storage and flops gains obtained by the use of
mixed precision arithmetic. For each matrix, each bar corresponds to a different
value of ε. For ε = 10−12 and 10−9, we focus on the gains achieved by the three-
precision variant. The y-axis (height of the bars) indicates the number of entries
(or number of flops) required by the mixed precision variant as a percentage of the
uniform precision variant. For storage, this percentage is at least 100%, but can be
slightly larger because of the difference between conditions (2.22) and (2.23). Indeed,
as explained in section 2, there are some blocks that satisfy (2.23) but do not satisfy
(2.22): that is, we allow the mixed precision variant to store more entries, because we
expect this increase to pay off thanks to the use of lower precisions. As a result, the
percentage for the flops can also differ from 100%, either being larger or smaller.

The colors breakdown in Figure 5.3 shows the proportion of entries that are stored
in each precision, and the proportion of flops that are performed in each precision.
For ε = 10−6, note that the mixed precision algorithm recovers the fact that we
do not need any entries or flops in fp64 arithmetic, since ε > us. For all matrices
there is a significant fraction of the entries that can be stored in lower precision,
even for ε = 10−12. This is a very positive result that confirms that BLR matrices
are amenable to the use of mixed precision arithmetic and that the proposed mixed
precision BLR representation can achieve very significant gains with respect to the
uniform precision one.

The precise gains in storage and flops depend on the relative performance of each
arithmetic. For storage, it is easy to measure this gain since the storage cost of
each arithmetic is proportional to the number of bits it uses: thus, an fp32 number
requires half the storage of an fp64 one, and a bfloat16 number requires a quarter of the
storage. The number on top of each bar in Figure 5.3a indicates the resulting storage
of the three-precision variant, as a percentage of the uniform precision fp64 variant
(for example, “33%” means that we expect the three-precision variant to reduce the
overall storage by a factor three). The figure shows very significant reductions, of up
to a factor 2.8× for ε = 10−9.

As for the flops results of Figure 5.3b, we can use them to estimate the expected
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Fig. 5.3: Storage and flops for the mixed precision BLR factorization. For each matrix,
the 3 bars correspond to ε = 10−12, ε = 10−9 and ε = 10−6. The y-axis shows the
number of entries and the number of flops required by the mixed precision variant
with respect to the uniform precision variant in fp64 (which can be slightly different
from 100% because of the different conditions to represent a block under low-rank
form (2.22) and (2.23)). The color breakdown gives the proportion of entries/flops
in each precision, and the number above each bar indicates the resulting expected
performance of the mixed precision variant as a percentage of the uniform precision
variant.

performance gains in execution time. This is a more complex issue because the relative
speed of each arithmetic strongly depends on the hardware, the matrix, and several
other factors. A practical high performance implementation of the mixed precision
BLR factorization is outside our scope but, as a rough indicator, we plot on top of each
bar the expected time (again, as a percentage of the uniform precision fp64 variant)
under the assumption that the speed of each arithmetic is also proportional to the
number of bits. The results are once more very positive, showing expected gains of
up to a factor 3.4× for ε = 10−9.

Finally, in Figure 5.4 we perform a similar experiment as in Figure 5.3 for matri-
ces of increasing size belonging to the same Poisson problem class. This experiment
highlights an important and valuable property of the mixed precision BLR factoriza-
tion: the storage and flops gains increase with the problem size, as a larger and larger
fraction of the entries and flops can be safely switched to lower precisions.
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Fig. 5.4: Storage and flops for the three-precision BLR factorization for Poisson ma-
trices of increasing size. We have set ε = 10−12 and b = 64.

6. Conclusion. We have introduced a novel approach to exploit mixed precision
arithmetic for low-rank approximations. Given a prescribed accuracy ε, we have
proved in Theorem 2.2 that singular vectors associated with sufficiently small singular
values can be stored in precisions with unit roundoff larger than ε while preserving
an overall accuracy of order ε. This approach is not only applicable to low-rank
matrices built with a singular value decomposition, but also to many other low-rank
decompositions, in particular rank-revealing QR (Lemma 2.3).

We have applied this approach to block low-rank (BLR) matrices, for which
this new mixed precision low-rank approximation presents a high potential. We
have adapted the existing uniform precision BLR LU factorization algorithm (Al-
gorithm 4.1) to exploit the mixed precision representation of the blocks. We carried
out the rounding error analysis of this new algorithm and obtained two keys results.
First, we proved in Theorem 4.4 that the use of mixed precision arithmetic does
not compromise the numerical stability of BLR LU factorization recently proven by
Higham and Mary [24]. Second, our analysis determines which level of precision is
needed for each floating-point operation, and therefore guides us towards a method
that is both robust and efficient. The resulting mixed precision BLR algorithms are
summarized in Algorithms 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

We have evaluated the potential of this mixed precision BLR LU factorization
on a range of matrices coming from real-life problems from industrial and academic
applications. We have shown that a large fraction of the entries and flops can be
safely switched to lower precisions. For ε = 10−9, by mixing fp64, fp32, and bfloat16
arithmetics, we obtain reductions in storage of up to 2.8× with respect to uniform
precision BLR. Moreover, assuming fp32 and bfloat16 flops are, respectively, twice
and four times faster than fp64 ones, we estimate the expected time gains, predicting
reductions of up to 3.4× with respect to uniform precision BLR. We emphasize that
these gains are not achieved at the expense of accuracy: for the same accuracy, the
mixed precision variant is less expensive than the uniform precision one, or, equiva-
lently, for a fixed storage or work budget, the mixed precision variant is more accurate
(Figure 5.1).

Given the very promising results obtained with this new mixed precision BLR
approach, we plan as future work to develop its high performance implementation
and integrate it within the sparse direct solver MUMPS [9], which already exploits
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uniform precision BLR compression.
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